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Formalism of nonlinear transport in mesoscopic conductors
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~Received 16 November 1998!

We study nonlinear transport in mesoscopic conductors using the scattering approach. Extended multiter-
minal Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formulas are presented in conditions such as at zero/finite temperatures and in the
weakly/strongly nonlinear regimes and are shown to be gauge invariant. As an example, we model the ballistic
rectification effect recently observed in a symmetry-breaking microjunction. We are then able to provide an
analytical description of the rectification effect, which is in remarkably good agreement with the experimental
observations.@S0163-1829~99!04815-8#
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When the characteristic sizes of semiconductor dev
are small in comparison with the elastic mean free path
carriers, the carrier transport becomes ballistic.1 The
Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism, which treats transport as
transmission problem for carriers at the Fermi level,
widely used to describe the linear transport behavior of th
conductors.2,3 There is increasing attention paid to nonline
ballistic transport.4–11 Nonlinearity is important in mesos
copic conductors because of the small device feature s
and the fact that, in principle, nonlinearity starts at any n
zero current. Much effort has been made to extend
Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism to nonlinear regime. In particu
lar, Bagwell and Orlando presented a theory to treat t
terminal devices at finite temperatures and finite app
voltages,5 and recently Christen and Bu¨ttiker developed a
self-consistent gauge-invariant theory for multitermin
devices.8

In this paper, we study nonlinear transport in mesosco
conductors using the scattering approach. Exten
Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formulas are obtained at zero/finite tem
peratures and in the weakly/strongly nonlinear regimes
are shown to be gauge invariant. We find that even in
nonlinear regime, four-terminal resistances can still be
pressed as simple functions of transmission coefficie
Thus the formalism makes it possible to analyze nonlin
transport problems in a direct and convenient way, simila
that of using the standard Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula in the
linear regime. As an example, we model the ballistic rect
cation effect recently observed in a semiconduc
microjunction.12 The model provides an analytical descri
tion of the effect with no adjustable parameters, which th
allows for an unambiguous comparison with the experim
tal observations.

Consider a mesoscopic conductor that is connected
perfect leads to a number of carrier reservoirs. The electr
deep inside the reservoirs are assumed to maintain a Fe
Dirac distribution at temperatureT, f (E2ma)5$exp@(E
2ma)/kBT#11%21, wherema is the chemical potential of res
ervoir a. The total transmission coefficient for carriers fro
lead a to lead b at energy E and magnetic fieldB,
Tb←a(E,B,$mg%), is determined by the electric potenti
U(x,$mg%) in the conductor, which is a function of the po
sition x and the chemical potentials of all the reservo
$mg%. As emphasized by Landauer,13 U(x,$mg%) is a self-
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~15!/9806~4!/$15.00
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consistent field, which mainly exists at the geometric n
rowing or spreading including the entrances and exits of
leads. In principle, the determination ofU(x,$mg%) and thus
Tb←a(E,B,$mg%) requires a self-consistent calculation tha
however, is considerably difficult to be performed in a pra
tical device.

Using the scattering approach, the current through leaa
is written as

I a5
2e

h (
bÞa

E @ f ~E2ma!Tb←a~E,B,$mg%!

2 f ~E2mb!Ta←b~E,B,$mg%!#dE. ~1!

Considering that (bÞaTb←a(E,B,$mg%)
5(bÞaTa←b(E,B,$mg%) holds for an arbitrary magnetic
field B, Eq. ~1! becomes

I a5
2e

h (
bÞa

E @ f ~E2ma!

2 f ~E2mb!#Tb←a~E,B,$mg%!dE. ~2!

In the following we examine Eq.~2! at different experi-
mental limits where it reduces to simplified forms that a
similar to that of the standard Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula. At
kBT50, Eq. ~2! becomes

I a5
2e

h (
bÞa

T̄[b,a]~$mg%!~ma2mb!. ~3!

Here T̄[b,a] ($mg%) depends on the sign of (ma2mb) and is
equal to *mb

maTb←a(E,B,$mg%)dE/(ma2mb) and

*ma

mbTa←b(E,B,$mg%)dE/(mb2ma) when ma is higher and

lower thanmb , respectively. This means that only the tran
missions of carriers above the lowest chemical potentia
the reservoirs contribute to the net lead currents and th
fore determine the resistances of the conductor.

We now further restrict ourselves to the case in wh
uma2mbu is so small that within the energy interval betwe
ma and mb the dependences ofTb←a(E,B,$mg%) and
Ta←b(E,B,$mg%) on E can be neglected, i.e., in theweakly
nonlinear transport regime. It is easy to obtain from Eq.~3!
9806 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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I a'
2e

h (
bÞa

T[b,a] S ma1mb

2
,B,$mg% D ~ma2mb!

'
2e

h (
bÞa

T[b,a]~$mg%!~ma2mb!. ~4!

Here T[b,a] ($mg%) is the transmission coefficient at th
chemical potential of the reservoirs at equilibrium~before
the conductor is biased!, meq. T[b,a] ($mg%) is equal to
Tb←a($mg%) if ma.mb or Ta←b($mg%) otherwise, which
reflects the direction of net flow of carriers.

In principle, nonlinear ballistic transport starts at any no
zero current. Nevertheless, one can define a linear trans
regime where (ma2mb)→0 and the dependence o
Tb←a(E,B,$mg%) on $mg% is neglected. AtkBT50, it is
easy to find that Eq.~1! reduces to the standard Landaue
Büttiker formula I a5(2e/h)(bÞaTa←b(ma2mb).

We point out that Eqs.~1!–~4! are all gauge invariant, i.e.
any result of which is invariant under a global potential sh
and depends only on the differences of the voltages app
to the carrier reservoirs.

In the following, we shall apply Eq.~4! to model the
rectification effect recently realized in a semiconduc
microjunction.12 We show that in the weakly nonlinear tran
port regime, the changes of transmission coefficie
T[b,a] ($mg%) with applied voltages can be approximate
evaluated directly from the lead currents rather than from
self-consistent calculation.

The inset of Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the cent
part of the ballistic rectifier, which was fabricated on
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterostructure. The hatched area rep
sents a triangular antidot. The elastic mean free pathl e
'6 mm at 4.2 K is much larger than the width of the sour
~denoted asS) and drain~D! channels (WSD'0.4 mm! and
the width of the lower~L! and upper~U! channels (WLU
'2.9 mm!. Negative voltages were observed between thL
andU probesVLU independent of the direction of the sourc

FIG. 1. Experimental~dashed line! and theoretical~solid line!
VLU vs I SD curves~note the different scales! of the ballistic rectifier,
which is schematically shown by the inset. The hatched area in
inset represents an antidot. The widths of the four leads~denoted as
S, D, U, and L! and the size of the triangular antidot are smal
than the electron mean free path. These curves show that the d
outputs negative voltages between leadsL and U, independent of
the direction of the input current through leadsS andD.
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drain currentI SD as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1. Th
curve is not perfectly symmetric with respect to the zeroI SD
axis because of the imperfection of the device fabricati
The mechanism of this ‘‘ballistic rectifier’’ is entirely differ
ent from that of a normal diode since no doping junction
barrier structure was used along the current direction in
device.

To model the rectification effect, the dependence
Tb←a($mg%) on the applied voltages should be calculat
first. In general,Tb←a($mg%) is mainly determined by the
angular distribution of the carriers ejected from leada,
Pa(u) (u being the angle with respect to the channel axisx).
Pa(u) is determined by the self-consistent fieldU(x,$mg%)
in the device. However, it is considerably difficult to perfor
a self-consistent calculation to obtain this self-consist
field in practical devices such as the ballistic rectifier. I
stead, we note thatPa(u) is closely related to the lead cur
rent I a . The reason is that if a lead currentI a is applied, the
velocity component of an electron along the channel dir
tion x, vx , will approximately increase/decrease by t
amount of the excess velocityDv depending on the direction
of Dv with respect to that ofvx . Here we refer the exces
velocity Dv to the mean velocity of electrons in the lea
which, as mentioned before, the electrons gain from the s
consistent field. On the other hand, we may assume tha
velocity component in the perpendicular directionvy is not
affected. Therefore, the angle of ejection of the elect
changes from arctan(vy /vx) at I a50 to arctan@vy /(vx6Dv)#.
This means that the self-consistent field in the device cau
a kind of collimation/decollimation effect, the extent of
which can be determined by the magnitude of the exc
velocity or the lead current. Note that the self-consistent fi
mainly exists at the entrances and the exits of the lead
shown by Ref. 11, and the measuredVLU (uVLUu,0.2 mV!
suggests that the self-consistent field in the center of
junction is weak. Therefore, one can writeTb←a($mg%)
'Tb←a(I a) and avoid to perform a self-consistent calcu
tion. Equation~4! thus becomes

I a'
2e

h (
bÞa

T[b,a] S ma1mb

2
,I [b,a] D ~ma2mb!,

'
2e

h (
bÞa

T[b,a]~ I [b,a] !~ma2mb!, ~5!

whereT[b,a] (I $b,a%) is the transmission coefficient for carr
ers atmeq, and equal toTb←a(I a) if ma.mb or Ta←b(I b)
otherwise.

The VLU vs I SD characteristic is calculated via the fou
terminal resistanceRSD,LU(I SD)[VLU /I SD derived from Eq.
~4! or ~5!. If a negative source-drain current is applied (mS
.mD), one obtains

RSD,LU5~h/2e2Dt!@TL←S~ I S!TD←U~ I U!

2TD←L~ I L!TU←S~ I S!#, ~6!

where I S52I SD and I L5I U50, which means that
TD←U(I U) and TD←L(I L) can be approximately treated a
constants. In Eq.~6!, Dt is a subdeterminant of the matri
defined by Eq.~5!, and is found from its expression to b
insensitive to lead currents.
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At I SD50, the angular distribution of the ballistic elec
trons ejected from theS and D channels is given byP(u)
5 1

2 cosu, whereu lies in the interval (2p/2,p/2).14 There-
fore, TL←S(0)5TL←D(0)5*

2p/2
u0 (NSD/2)cosudu and

TU←S(0)5TU←D(0)5*u0

p/2(NSD/2)cosudu, where NSD

5kFWSD /p is the number of propagating modes in theS
andD channels for a Fermi wave vectorkF . This means that
the electrons ejected out of theS or D channel with angles
smaller thanu0 (u0'p/4 for this device geometry! will
transmit into theL channel, whereas the electrons wi
angles betweenu0 andp/2 will go into theU channel.15

When a negative source-drain current is applied, as m
tioned above, the electrons ejected out of theS channel will
be collimated. Therefore, these electrons will have m
chance to be scattered into leadL by the triangular antidot
and less chance to transfer into leadU. Thus, TL←S will
increase andTU←S will decrease, as expressed by

TL←S~ I S!2TL←S~0!5NSD~sinue2 sinu0!/2,

TU←S~ I S!2TU←S~0!52NSD~sinue2 sinu0!/2, ~7!

where ue5u01arcsin@(Dv/vF)sinu0#. It is noticed that the
total number of electrons ejected out of leadS is increased.
This is because the electrons that move from the junc
into leadS with velocities between zero and2Dv will now
be driven back to the junction due to the self-consistent fie
without transmitting into reservoirS. Since these electron
originally are not coming from reservoirS but from other
reservoirs, they should not be taken into account in the
culation ofTL←S(I S) or TU←S(I S).

The curves in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! display the dependence
of TL←S andTU←S on I SD . FromI SD50 to 237 mA, TL←S
increases by about 6.4% whileTU←S decreases by abou
34%. From Eq.~6!, this indicates that although the magn
tude of the transmission fromS to U is much less than tha
from S to L, it has a much stronger influence onRSD,LU and
therefore contributes much more to the observed nega
VLU . For the transmission coefficientsTD←L and TD←U ,

FIG. 2. The calculated transmission coefficientsTL←S ~a! and
TU←S ~b! as functions of the negative source-drain current. F
negative source-drain currents, the electrons ejected out of leS
will be collimated as discussed in the text. Therefore, the proba
ity for these electrons to be scattered into leadL by the triangular
antidot is increased, while the probability for them to transfer in
leadU is reduced.
n-

e

n

,

l-

ve

according to the time-reversal invariance at zero magn
field, we take TD←L(0)5TL←D(0) and TD←U(0)
5TU←D(0).3

To calculate Dt in Eq. ~6!, we make use ofTS←D
5TD←S50 because the direct path betweenS and D is
blocked by the antidot at zero magnetic field. We findDt

5NSD
2 @NLU(12Wt /WLU)2NSD(12 sinu0)

2/2#, where Wt

' 2
3 WLU is the upper sidelength of the triangular antido

Thus,RSD,LU is finally written as

RSD,LU5
3

2

h

e2

sinue2 sinu0

2NLU23NSD~12 sinu0!2
. ~8!

The obtainedVLU vs I SD curve together with the case o
I SD.0 is plotted using the solid line in Fig. 1. From th
different scales of theVLU axes, we find that the obtaine
voltagesVLU are about 3 times as high as the experimen
values shown by the dashed line. So far, we have negle
the elastic scatterings from the impurities in the microjun
tion, which will certainly reduce the transmission coef
cients in Eq.~6! and therefore the output voltageVLU . In-
deed, the length of theL and U channels l 55 mm is
comparable to the elastic mean free path. Therefore, the
purities will reduce the transmission coefficients in Eq.~6!

approximately to (12 ) l / l e'56%, and VLU just to (0.56)2

'30%. Thus, after taking the finite length of the leads in
account, we find that the theoretical result is in remarka
good agreement with the experimental data although no
justable parameters have been used.

We notice that the deviation of the theoretical curve fro
the experimental data increases at higher currentsI SD . This
is expected since in this model we have restricted ourse
only to the weakly nonlinear regime, where the excess
locity Dv is small in comparison with the Fermi velocityvF .
In the strongly nonlinear regime, Eq.~3! should be employed
instead of Eq.~5!. In addition, the self-consistent field, whic
is built up in the center of the cross junction, might becom
not negligible, so that a self-consistent calculation is nee
for the case of large currents.

It was argued that the ballistic rectifier has no intrins
threshold since the nonlinear ballistic transport, on which
device relies, starts at any nonzero current.12 To verify this
prediction, we write Eq.~8! in the limit of uI SDu→0 as

VLU

I SD
'2

h

e2

3\

4eEFNSD

sin 2u0I SD

2NLU23NSD~12 sinu0!2
. ~9!

Although Eq. ~9! shows that the rectification efficienc
VLU /I SD decreaseslinearly with decreasing the magnitud
of the applied current, we point out that indeed no intrin
threshold is expected. The reason is that any nonzero cu
will lead to a finite excess velocity and therefore result in t
~de-!
collimation effect of carriers and changes of the transmiss
coefficients.

Equation~9! also indicates a parabolicI -V curve at low
source-drain currents, which is supported by the experim
tal observations. This means that the ballistic rectifier is a
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favorable for second harmonic generation, because unli
normal nonlinear device, ideally this device will not produ
third or higher harmonics.

So far, we have not included in the model the geome
collimation effect of the horn-shape openings of theSandD
channels. In the presence of a geometric collimation, the
gular distribution of the ejected electrons becomesP(u)
5 1

2 f cosu, where2arcsin(1/f ),u,arcsin(1/f ) and f .1 is
a factor determined by the geometry.1 However, we empha-
size that the influence of the geometric collimation on
transmission coefficients does not change with lead curr
and the horn-shape openings alone will never induce a n
tive voltageVLU as shown by Eq.~6!. To observe the recti-
fication effect, nonlinear transport is necessary, where
transmission coefficients change with lead currents. Th
fore, the geometric collimation is not expected to have
significant influence on the rectification effect. Furthermo
to include the geometric collimation effect, certain assum
tions will be needed for the potential profile of the hor
shape openings, which is very complex. We have also
glected the spatial (y direction! distribution of ballistic
electrons in theS andD channels, which we expect to hav
no obvious influence onRSD,LU in this case.

It is very easy to use Eq.~9! to predict the highest effi-
ciency VLU /I SD , for this type of sample geometry, whic
turns out to be more than two orders of magnitude hig
than that of the present device. The easiest and most e
1

n

a

c

n-

e
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a-

e
e-
a
,
-

e-

r
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tive approach is to use a top gate, to which negative volta
are applied to lower the Fermi energyEF and reduceNSD

and NLU . A lower Fermi energy corresponds to a low
Fermi velocity, so that for the same excess velocityDv a
better collimation effect can be reached. Motivated by t
prediction, we recently performed an experiment on a sim
device with a top gate.16 By applying a negative gate voltage
the observedVLU /I SD was found to be about 100 time
higher than that of the present device at a given currentI SD ,
which has confirmed the theoretical prediction.

In summary, we have developed a formalism of nonline
transport in multiterminal mesoscopic conductors. We sh
that even in the nonlinear regime, four-terminal resistan
can still be expressed as simple functions of transmiss
coefficients. Using the formula of weakly nonlinear tran
port, we have provided an analytical description of the b
listic rectification effect, which is in remarkably good agre
ment with the experimental observations.
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